And each one is branded with the Motorola name, so you know that quality & durability are built-in and you're getting a serious communication tool. (If law enforcement agents can trust our radios, can't you?)

TalkAbout 250 Radios give you the power to stay connected even when you're apart. Have Fun. Stay in Touch™.

"An affordable alternative to implanting a homing device in your kid's forehead."
T. Masri

"Comes in handy when the powder is six feet deep and you're only 5'11"."
C. Lee

"Better than a pair of eyes in the back of your head."
J. Milchunas

"Instantly lets your friends in on your fishing hotspots. Or sends them very far away."
T. Mason

Stay in touch. Even when the going's tough.

Some were born to snowplow. Some to schuss.
So when you're skiing in a group, some will fall behind, some will bomb straight down the fall line. And some will be falling down in the Ski for Peewees School.

Not to worry. Not when you have tough TalkAbout Two-Way Radios. You can network even in howling snow or turn-you-blue cold. In fact, these babies are tough enough to shrug off just about anything the weatherman can throw their way.

Motorola and TalkAbout are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. All specifications subject to change. For more information call 1-800-353-2729 or visit our website at http://www.motorola.com/TalkAbout/

Have Fun. Stay In Touch™.
**TalkAbout 250**  
Two-Way Radios

**Destination: Fun.**

A "group" outing? Well, maybe. When a group of people hits the outdoors, chances are that independent fun is on their minds. So the hikers go off hiking, the bikers biking, the anglers angling. Sure would be nice to know what they’re up to (and where). Who knows? Somebody might have a better size of a grapefruit or simply be a natural born time killer.

You'll know what they're up to when the whole group is equipped with TalkAbout Two-Way Radios. Everyone can have their own kind of fun, yet keep in touch.

Two-way talk like "How much farther to Rainbow Lake?" "About a mile, city boy." Or "My derailleur is derailed." "Lucky I brought wrenches and lumen"! comes in loud and clear. Even up to two miles away." So everyone can head back to home base and might, just might, be on time.

**Crystal Clear Talk**

UHF-FM TalkAbout Radios provide virtually crystal-clear reception, free of the static storms that plague bulky CBs. broadcast your comeback call on a TalkAbout Radio and they'll know to come back. Even if they're doing their own mall thing, or picnic thing, or theme park thing. TalkAbout Radios send your message loud & clear.

---

**Accessories**

Make a perfect radio perfect for you!

**VOC Headsets and Microphones**

The ultimate hands-free accessory -- your voice does the work. Transmit instantly as you speak.

**Flexible FM Receivers**

Lightweight earpiece features to fit your contour for hours of comfortable wear.

**Earbud Receiver**

Just listen without holding your radio. Super-compact and comfortable.

**Also Featuring**

**Carrying Accessories**

- Fanny Pack
- Shoulder Pack
- Belt Carrying Case
- Arm Pack
- Waterproof Bag